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A Survey of the Communication
Requirements of Electric Power Supply
Undertakins
ROGRESS in the methods of transmitting power by electrical means for
industrial and other purposes has been
so rapid and spectacular in the past twenty
years or so that it is sometimes overlooked
that development in "light current" electrical
transmission has been equally rapid and that
as a result the "light current" engineer has
reached the position where he can offer to
his "heavy current" colleague facilities
which, though for many years known to be
desirable, have in most cases been economically impracticable. Improved means of
electrical communication both by spoken
word and printed message; more stable and
efficient methods of feeder protection;
reliable devices for the indication at any
distance of switch conditions, meter readings
and the like ; and remote control systems
which, even in the event of their failure (a
possibility which must not be neglected)
cannot perform a false operation ; all these
are now at the disposal of the power transmission engineer. Moreover, these facilities
are not only available at a cost which can be
balanced actuarially to advantage against
saving in labour and other charges, but they
provide incalculable advantages in improved
reliability of the transmission system to
which they are applied.

phony, telegraphy and allied arts, modified
and adapted to suit the particular requirements of Power Undertakings both large
and small.
These requirements vary not only with the
transmission voltage but also depend upon
the executive control plan, layout, and even
the locality of the network. In consequence,
the planning of the communication service
and control system best suited to any main
transmission or local distribution scheme
requires the careful investigation of a large
number of considerations and it is proposed
in the following pages to outline the services
necessary to the efficient operation and
control of a power network and the communication channels which may be employed to
provide them. Account will also be taken of
the factors governing the services for which
any particular channel can be used, and finally
a more detailed description will be given of
the systems and apparatus which may be
employed.

p

Requirements.
In respect of communication, supervisory
control and certain forms of feeder protection, the requirements of a Power Undertaking operating an interconnected network
may be summarised as follows :—
(1) The passage of instructions between
the control and subordinate personnel.
This may be accomplished by
(a) Telephone, (b) Teleprinter,
(c) A visual indicator of the
engine-room telegraph
type.

The improved systems available to-day are
not entirely the result of development work
on power networks, but rather in the field of
communication engineering, and employ
well-known basic methods of signal transmission and apparatus well proved in tele71
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Feeder protection, where the apparatus employed is of the type requiring
a communication channel between
the ends of the section of feeder to
be protected.

In addition to the above, two further means
of communication may be considered, not
requiring the use of pilot wires, i.e.
(8) Carrier currents superposed on overhead power lines.

Facilities enabling the control
operator to open and close switches at
distant substations or to bring in and
cut out generating plant.

(9)

Services and Channels.
Generally speaking it is possible to provide
over these channels any of the services outlined under the heading of "Requirements",
but there are certain exceptions.

(4) Automatic indication to the control
operator of the position or condition
of any piece of apparatus at a distant
substation or generating station.
(5)

These are usually cases where a quantitative method of transmission is required
over a channel whose transmission efficiency
is not perfectly constant. For example, the
transmission of an ordinary telegraph signal
is practically independent of quantity in that
so long as the minimum signal to operate the
receiving apparatus is received, increases in
strength of the signal within reasonable limits
will usually have no effect upon accuracy of
reception. On the other hand one may
imagine a system of remote metering, where
the receiving instrument is supposed faithfully to indicate the variation in potential
applied at the distant end of the line. So
long as the transmission efficiency of the line
is constant, a condition which may be presumed to obtain in the case of a buried pilot
cable of good insulation, the system is
workable, but if for such a pilot cable is
substituted an aerial telephone circuit or a
carrier channel, both of which channels vary
in transmission efficiency from time to time
due to the action of weather, such a system of
metering over such a channel is clearly
impracticable.

Facilities enabling the control
operator to read meters at distant
stations.

Communication Channels.
Each of the foregoing services requires a
channel of communication and the economic
provision of these channels is of considerable
importance. The channels available employing pilot wires may be summarised as
follows :(I) A buried armoured cable,
(2) Aerial wires erected on the same
supports as the power conductors, if
the power line is overhead.
(3) Aerial wires carried on a separate
pole line.
(4) An aerial cable, suspended from a
catenary wire attached to the overhead transmission line supports.
(5) An aerial cable carried on a separate
pole line.
(6)

An overhead earth cable, the core of
which is formed by insulated pilot
wires.

(7)

Lines rented from the public telephone administration.

Radio.

If, on the other hand, the system of
metering adopted is one which relies upon
a step-by-step system, where the number of
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transmitted and it is impracticable to maintain cartier or radio channels of different
frequencies at equal or constant ratios of
transmitting efficiency. Again, there are
systems of feeder protection which depend
not upon the transmission of a measured
quantity, but upon the transmission or nontransmission of a definite signal. Such
systems are, of course, applicable to any kind
of channel as within the working limits of
the receiving apparatus the amplitude of the
signal is of no importance.
Perhaps enough has been said to indicate
that in planning the provision of services,
account must be taken not only of the
services desired but of the types of channels
available or which may be economically
installed.
The consideration of traffic requirements
is similarly important and must not b.
ignored. If, for instance, a channel is not
fully occupied it represents a certain loss to
the user which may be avoided by employing
one channel for several services, arranging
that each occupies the channel as required.
This postulates some form of priority.

Fig. 1.—C.E.C. control panel and supervisory cabinet at
Parker Street substation controlling rotary converters at
Granville Street substation, Birmingham Corporation.

steps transmitted over the channel is an
indication of the position of the instrument
at the transmitting end, then this system can
be effective even over a channel of varying
transmission efficiency, provided that the
strength of the received signal never falls
below or exceeds the working limits of the
receiving step-by-step mechanism.

Given a channel of communication, the
characteristics of which will permit of its use
for telephone or telegraph, remote control,
supervision and remote metering, these four
services may be operated ovet the single
channel, the technical arrangements being
sufficiently flexible to give any priority
required. It may, however, be undesirable
to combine feeder protection with many
other services on the same channel, but
experience has shown that when employing
certain feeder protection systems the channel
provided can be used also for simple telephone or telegraph communication, arrangements then being made so as to ensure the

Similarly, in the case of feeder protection,
certain systems depend upon balancing
opposing voltages applied at the two ends of
the channel and such systems aie applicable
to any form of well maintained wire conductor
circuit. On the other hand such systems
cannot be operated by carrier or radio, as a
separate frequency channel would be required in each direction to indicate to the
distant end a measure of the voltage to be
73
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instantaneous seizure of the channel for the
transmission of protection signals as and
when required.

affording an adequate number of channels
and allowing the provision of many simultaneous facilities. By careful balancing between the various cable lengths, a high-grade
telephone circuit can be obtained and it is
possible also to operate feeder protection
systems of the 50-cycle A.C. type over the
same cable without disturbing the adjacent
telephone circuit.

While economy can thus be introduced in
the cost of communication channels by the
grouping of services, it is nevertheless conceivable that the amount of traffic in certain
circumstances would not permit the application to one channel of as many types of services as is technically possible. It therefore
becomes necessary to study also the operating
conditions obtaining in the network, the
result of which might even lead to the balancing of the advantages of a facility which may
be desirable but not indispensable against
the cost of providing an additional channel in
order to obtain it.

If the power lines are overhead, the cost of
the armoured cable will be consider ably
increased by the burying and reinstatement
charges which will vary widely according to
the type of excavation. The same applies if
the power lines are underground and the
communication channels are added at a
later date.

So again it must be emphasised that the
fullest consideration of a large number of
factors is essential in every case to the
planning of the most suitable scheme.

Buried cable is economical when it is used
in conjunction with underground feeders and
is laid in the same trench and at the same time
as the underground power cable. Where the
country is open it may be economical to lay
buried cable for use with overhead lines, but
even with up-to-date cable laying machinery
(which digs a trench, lays the cable and
reinstates in one operation), the costs are
likely to exceed those for an aerial cable
attached to power line supports.

Detailed Consideration of Channels.
Apart from the instability of certain
channels, to which reference has already been
made, and their consequent unsuitability for
particular types of services, there will
obviously be advantages attaching to some
and disadvantages to others in every case
where the conditions in a specific power
network are under consideration. Some of
the principal features and limitations of the
various possible channels outlined will therefore be discussed in greater detail.

Aerial Wires erected on Overhead Transmission Line Supports.
It is possible to erect communication
conductors on the supports which carry the
transmission line, but this practice is usually
restricted to lines up to 33 kV. Care has to
be taken to provide adequate clearances
between the power and communication conductors and also between the latter and
ground. Difficulties are then likely to be
experienced if long spans are encountered
and the cost of the power line will be

Buried Armoured Cable.
A buried armoured cable will provide
communication channels which, apart from
breakdown of the cable itself—a possibility
comparatively remote—are immune from
disturbance of any kind. Such a cable can
consist of several pairs of conductors, thereby
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subject to inductive disturbances and require
frequent transposition if used for telephony.
It is nevertheless difficult to obtain a silent
telephone circuit, though the interference is
not likely to be so pronounced as to prevent
other services being given.
A separate pole line will not usually have
the same mechanical strength as the power
line and may therefore be subject to interruption by storms which would leave the
power line intact. It is a serious matter if
the channel used for controlling the power
line is interrupted while the latter is still in
service and this method, therefore, cannot be
recommended.
Aerial Cable carried on Transmission Line
Supports.
The suspension of an aerial type of cable
from a catenary wire attached to the transmission line supports is a satisfactory manner
in which to provide communication channels
for overhead lines up to 33 kV, and it can be
employed for lines up to 66 kV, if the tower
spacings and heights permit the catenary
wires to be satisfactorily erected.

Fig. 2. G.E.C. control panel and supervisory cabinets in the
generating station of Southend-on-Sea Corporation.

increased on account of the necessity for
higher supports.
Communication conductors erected in this
manner require frequent transposition if they
are to be used for telephonic purposes and
even with such transpositions the circuits are
liable to be noisy. Background noise might
even, on occasions, reach such a level as to
render speech unintelligible, and the practice
of erecting aerial conductors on the power
line supports is therefore not recommended
where a commercially silent telephone service
is required. Such conductors would, however, be suitable for teleprinter or other
facilities unless the interference were
extremely heavy.

As in the case of a buried cable a number
of conductors can be provided to give several
facilities simultaneously. The two wires of
each pair being close together considerably
reduces the inductive disturbance due to the
power line, thus enabling a high-grade telephone circuit to be obtained.
The cable, being suspended on the transmission line supports, possesses the same
factor of safety as the line itself and communication is not likely to be affected by
weather conditions. It is also possible to
erect such a cable on an existing power line
and so suspend it, in relation to the phase
wires and ground, as to maintain the necessary
clearances.

Aerial Wires on a Separate Pole Line.
Aerial conductors erected on separate poles
adjacent to a power transmission line are
75
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Aerial Cable on a separate Pole
Line.
If an existing power line be
considered, having physical limitations which prevent the
erection of an aerial cable on the
transmission line supports and it
is desirable to maintain throughout the whole network a cable
channel of communication, a
separate pole line may be
employed. While this arrangement is in all other respects as
satisfactory as the suspension of
aerial cable from the supports of
the power line, the separate pole
line might be more liable to
damage by accident.
control panel and supervisory cabinet in the generating station of
Combined Pilot and Earth Wire Fig.the3.—G.E.C.
Electricity Co. of Macclesfield, controlling sub-station converting plant.
Cable.
where the permissible additional loading of
There has been recently introduced a
the supports is limited.
special type of aerial cable which serves both
as an earth wire for the power circuits and as
Lines Rented from Telephone Administration.
apilot cable. The core consists of up to
One or more pairs of wires may be rented
four insulated wires, sheathed in lead and
from the Administration responsible for the
surrounded by a layer of galvanised steel
public telephone service and the channels so
Wli es.
obtained may be:A cable so formed has sufficient longitu0) Aerial conductors entirely,
dinal strength to require no supporting
(2) Mixed aerial and cable pairs,
catenary wire, is fully protected from damage
both during and after erection by the layer
(3) Cable wires throughout.
of steel wires, and offers the least possible
All the required communication facilities
area to wind pressure, thereby reducing to a
may be provided over such channels, but,
minimum the additional load imposed on the
when long circuits are encountered, they may
power line supports on which it is erected.
include transformers or telephone repeaters
The particular field of application of the
and so necessitate the use of alternating
currents in the voice frequency range for
cable is as a substitute for a plain earth
obtaining facilities other than telephony.
conductor on an overhead power transmission line where not more than two pilot or
From an economic point of view, the rental
telephone pairs are required and especially
may be heavy, while there are also certain
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gear and the high frequency to the communication apparatus.

other disadvantages attached to the use of
rented telephone lines. The maintenance
and supervision of the communication network becomes divided, very stringent safeguards may be demanded by the telephone
Administration to prevent the possibility of
high tension voltage reaching the communication channel, and, if the lines are repeatered
or contain transformers, the capital cost will
be increased by the provision of the necessary
voice-frequency signalling equipment. Further, the lines will in all probability follow a
route occupied also by a large number of
other circuits owned by the telephone
Administration and will therefore be subject
to possible interruption during maintenance
or repair work affecting any of the line plant
along that route.

Since the provision of a carrier communication channel involves only the addition of
terminal carrier equipment and requires no
auxiliary line plant other than the separating
devices, its cost is independent of the distance
between any two stations. As a result, a
carrier system can be employed with definite
economic advantage where the switching
points in a power network are widely
separated. On the other hand if the stations
are close together, it may be less expensive to
provide pilot wires or cable.

Radio Communication.
The use of radio telephony or telegraphy
is possible but may lead to difficulties with
regard to wavelength allocation in congested
areas. Short wave lengths may be employed
to overcome this but unless the stations are
some distance apart communication may be
unreliable, particularly if one point comes
within the "skip distance" of another.

Carrier Currents Superposed on Overhead
Power Lines.
Considerable progress has been seen in
recent years in the development and application of communication systems employing
either modulated or interrupted high
frequency currents superposed on lines
already used for other purposes. A power
transmission line may carry, not only the
power energy at the commercial frequency,
but also carrier energy at a relatively high
frequency of the order of 50 to 200 kilocycles
per second. Such carrier circuits can be
employed for remote control, remote indication, remote metering and also for feeder
protection systems of the D.C. impulse
type. At the same time, the channel may be
used for speech by modulating the carrier
current by the speech currents at one end
and demodulating at the other. At the ends
of each section of the power line suitable
devices are inserted for the separation of the
low and high frequency energy, the low
frequency power being directed to the switch-

While in many fields radio telephony has
proved highly successful and dependable, it
should also be noted that atmospheric disturbances are liable to have a much more
serious effect on the transmission and reception of signals than of speech. Interference
which may cause only slight interruption
during conversation might on the other hand
result in the loss of an important control
signal and lead to serious consequences.
Generally speaking, experience has shown
that requirements which can be met by a
radio system can be satisfied with greater
advantage by either pilot or carrier working.

Detailed Consideration of Services.
So rapid has been the development of
systems whereby the control of equipment at
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one or more remote points can be concentrated at a central station or office, that the
variety of facilities that can be provided is
almost unlimited. Having already outlined
briefly the principal communication services
necessary to the efficient and economic
operation of a power network, including
under this heading systems of feeder protection which also utilise a communication
channel, it is proposed now to deal with these
services in greater detail.

Should the disposition of the various points
in the network be such as to permit their
interconnection by a common telephone
circuit, party line working could be employed
to give a satisfactory service, introducing at
the same time considerable economy in the
cost of line plant. The use of such an
arrangement is, however, generally confined
to distribution schemes in which the number
of stations is small.
Another system, which is now widely
employed in areas containing a number of
unattended switching stations, is so designed
as to give intercommunication between the
control office and all remote points but not
between the substations themselves. Since
in such an area telephonic communication is
usually required only at times when maintenance work is in progress, a system of this
kind will answer the requirements satisfactorily and, by means of suitable selective
equipment, can be operated over a channel
providing other facilities such as remote
control or indication.

Telephone and Telegraph.
Various methods may be employed for
providing telephone communication between
a number of points, the choice of system
depending entirely upon the layout of the
power network, the channels available and the
precise nature of the service desirable. For
example, a comprehensive scheme may be
adopted, embracing within the system every
point in the network and giving the fullest
intercommunication facilities.
Such a system would necessarily involve
the use of a channel between each remote
point and the central office, where the switching equipment might be of either the manual
or automatic type. The usual factors
governing the choice of a manual or automatic system would apply, the principal
consideration being that whereas the former
would require an operator—and in some
cases such manual control may, of course, be
desirable—an automatic system would give a
twenty-four hour service without attention.
Cases frequently arise, however, in which
some of the channels are not suitable for
automatic working but are quite satisfactory
for manual. For instance a metallic circuit
equipped with drainage coils for line protection could be used in a manual, but not
generally in an automatic system.

For the telegraphic transmission of messages and instructions between any two
points a convenient form of instrument is
available in the modern teleprinter which, as
distinct from Morse instruments, does not
require the services of a highly skilled
operator, the keyboard being similar to that
of an ordinary typewriter. A valuable
feature of the teleprinter is that a printed
record of each message sent is left at both
the transmitting and receiving ends.
For communication between a central
office and distant generating plant, a telegraph
of the engine room type may in certain cases
prove useful, but such instruments will, of
course, transmit and give visual indication of
78
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only a limited number of predetermined standard instructions.
Feeder Protection.
Systems of feeder protection
fall into two main groups:
(I) those which do not require
communication channels and
(2) those which do. Of these,
the latter only comes within
the scope of this article and
can in turn be divided into
two classes, which may be
described as (a) qualitative
and (b) quantitative.
Under the heading of qualitative systems come those in
which a combination of A.C.
relays, operated from the
current transformers at each
end of the protected feeder,
Fig. 4.—Substation apparatus associated with supervisory control panel shown
in Fig. 3.
send a D.C. impulse (or
its equivalent) over the
It will be obvious that, when employing a
communication channel and so cause
feeder protection system which depends for
tripping or stabilisation as required. The
its operation on currents constantly circulatD.C. impulse so transmitted is independent
ing in the protection channel while the feeder
of the magnitude of the A.C. fault current.
is in service, the provision of other facilities
An example of such a system is the Kapp
over the same channel will introduce probCarrothers Duplex.
lems of considerable complexity. in the
Employing quantitative transmission are
case of systems in which the protective
those systems which compare the magnitude
devices
are operated by a momentary impulse
and phase of the current entering and leaving
transmitted over the communication channel,
the protected feeder and thus require the
it is, however, possible to use the channel also
channel to transmit some portion of the A.C.
for
telephone purposes. Arrangements are
obtained from the current transformers. The
then made so that, by the operation of relays
characteristics of the channel employed must
in the event of fault conditions in the feeder,
therefore be such as to permit the transmisthe channel is disconnected from the telesion of 50 cycle A.C. which in magnitude and
phone equipment and applied to the
phase follows the fluctuations in the proprotection gear.
tected feeder. On this principle is based,
for instance, the well-known McColl system
Since the period during which the channel
of protection.
is engaged for the transmission of protection
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signals is less than one second, the resulting
interruption of the telephone circuit is of
little importance. Such interruption would,
however, be inconvenient were the channel
employed also for remote control purposes,
since it might involve the loss or mutilation
and consequent delay of an important
control signal.

routine in its control during the process of
conversion into electrical energy, then the
problem of extending control to a remote
point presents little difficulty. An example
may be found in the systems developed for
use in conjunction with hydro-electric
stations.
It will be evident that the design of a system
for centralising the control of equipment
situated at one or more remote points will be
dependent on a great number of factors, and
that in no two power networks will conditions be identical. Generally speaking,
however, economic considerations will demand close investigation of the cost of providing communication channels, of the
amount of auxiliary equipment required and
of the dependence of these items one upon the
other. For example if a large number of
channels were available, it would be possible
to give a variety of facilities by means of
relatively simple apparatus, employing one
channel exclusively for each. On the other
hand it is almost invariably found that it is
economically or physically impossible to
provide an unlimited number of channels and
consequently the introduction has been seen
of systems in which selective apparatus is
used with the object of multiplying the
number of facilities that can be given over one
channel. Nevertheless, while it is now
technically possible to control, for instance, a
large switching station or even a group of
remote unattended sub-stations over one pair
of pilot wires, the amount of selective equipment necessary may be such as so far to
increase the total cost of the system that it
would be more economical to provide an
additional communication channel and employ less complicated apparatus.

Remote Control.
Perhaps the simplest method of obtaining
a measure of centralised control of a number
of generating and sub-stations forming an
interconnected network, is to employ only a
straightforward telephone system and to
arrange for all operations to be performed
manually in accordance with instructions
telephoned from the control point. While
this procedure is practicable and may
adequately meet the requirements of certain
networks, it does not provide the advantages
offered by the more comprehensive systems
which can be applied to modern plant.
Further it involves the provision of staff
at each station to carry out the necessary
operations, whereas by the addition of other
facilities to the system, and providing that
the plant is of suitable design, it would be
possible to leave many of the stations entirely
unattended. For instance, the usual operations effected by sub-station attendants, such
as the opening and closing of switches, the
starting and stopping of all kinds of converter plant and the regulation of voltage on
both A.C. and D.C. distribution systems, can
readily be brought under the direct control
of a central station.
So far as generating plant is concerned, the
application of remote control is certainly
more limited, particularly in the case of steam
turbo equipment, but given a source of power
which involves no extremely complicated

The principles upon which selective
systems are based are those commonly
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employed in automatic telephony, the signals
transmitted over the channel consisting of
trains of impulses by means of which
standard telephone type relays are operated,
which in turn control multi-point automatic
selectors. Thus, by the use of predetermined impulse combinations, any particular
control gear can be selected and subsequently
operated by the transmission of a further
signal or signals. In order to confirm
accuracy of selection, arrangements are
usually made also for the transmission of a
check-back signal to the control point before
the operation is actually carried out.

COMMENTS

induction regulators and transformer tapchanging gear, the state of mercury rectifiers,
rotary converters and similar equipment, and
conditions obtaining in generating stations.
In fact the flexibility of modern systems of
supervisory control is such that their use is
being extended to the control of storm water
emergency pumps, release valves, water
levels in reservoirs, sewage disposal plant,
sluices of irrigation systems and in many
other directions.
The types of indicators employed at the
control point will, of course, depend upon the
nature of the equipment to be supervised.
An oil switch for example may be represented
by either a rotary semaphore or a combination
of red and green lamps, while in the case of
transformer tap changing gear a number of
lamps may be provided, one for each position
of the switch. As previously mentioned,
indications may be continuous or obtainable
on demand.

It is worthy of note that the apparatus
employed throughout these selective control
systems possesses the highest degree of
reliability in service, this very essential
feature having been well proved on installations in all parts of the world.

Remote Indication.
While in the foregoing paragraphs specific
reference has been made to remote control
only, it would in all but exceptional circumstances be impracticable to carry out operations at a distant point without the aid of
facilities whereby the actual condition of the
plant could be ascertained. It is therefore
usual to consider remote control and remote
indication together, under the title of Supervisory Control, although remote indication is
a facility which can be—and often is—
employed usefully by itself.

With the former arrangement, changes in
the position of the remote equipment are
automatically shown, while in the case of
"on demand" working the position or condition of the plant is indicated back only
upon the control engineer bringing the
appropriate circuit into operation.
It will be clear that when indications are
given on demand, the communication channel
may also serve other purposes. It does not
follow, however, that continuous indication
involves the use of a channel to the exclusion
of all other services, since the transmission of
signals over the channel is necessary only
when changes take place in the condition of
the remote equipment.

By means of the same selective equipment
—and, if remote control facilities are provided, over the same channels—central
indication can be obtained, either continuously
or on demand, of the condition of almost any
kind of plant. Provision can be made, for
example, for the remote indication of the
positions of oil switches, field regulators,

In order to provide adequate safeguards, a
check-back feature is usually associated with
remote indication as with remote control,
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each signal received being transmitted back
to the initiating point before the corresponding indication is displayed. in this manner
false indications are prevented in the event of
mutilation of the original signals.

in line resistance, it does not obviate those
due to variations in line leakage.
Obviously, when a system of remote metering, as in the case of those mentioned above,
depends so largely on the characteristics of
the line, it would be preferable not to employ
the same channel for any other service.
Therefore, in order that remote metering
and supervisory control may be combined
and operated over one channel, impulse
systems have been developed which function,
not by quantitative transmission, but by trains
of impulses indicative of the deflection of the
originating meters.

Remote Metering.
In the majority of cases, remote metering
is combined with remote control and indication and, by means of selective equipment
arranged to give any desired order of priority,
is often so introduced that all three services
may share one or more channels.
Different methods of obtaining remote
meter readings are employed and the choice,
as previously mentioned, depends to some
extent on the channel available. The
simplest system consists in merely using pilot
wires as extensions of the usual leads between
the instrument transformers or shunts and
the meters at the indicating point.

Two types of impulse systems are available.
In one the meter reading to be transmitted
controls the frequency and in the other the
number of impulses. These are suitable for
use over any communication channel and,
in the case of the numerical system, can very
conveniently be combined with supervisory
control, the signals for which are also usually
transmitted on a numerical basis.

This method is quite practicable, but
involves the use of very sensitive instruments
and errors of a serious nature would be
introduced by any considerable variation in
line resistance and leakage. Generally
speaking it is therefore only applicable over
comparatively short distances, and for such
work has proved satisfactory in service.

Readings at the control point may be given
either continuously or on demand, as with
remote indication of switch positions and the
like, and by employing selective apparatus
one channel only can then be made to serve a
large number of meters at the distant station
or stations according to the requirements of
the network. Where continuous readings
are so given over one channel, the arrangements are such as to give each originating
meter access to the channel as and when
changes in deflection occur. Should the
channel be engaged when a change takes
place, the signal initiated by the meter is
repeated automatically until access to the
channel is gained and the new reading
transmitted to the control point.

When the line is not suitable for any reason
for such direct transmission, a form of
repeater is available which transmits over the
pilot wires a direct current derived from an
independent source and controls the value of
this current, making it proportional to the
deflection of the originating meter. A
device of this kind is suitable for use in
conjunction with any line capable of passing
direct current but while it eliminates the
possibility of errors arising from fluctuations
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